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Jane Hirshfield one of this planet rsquo s premier poets has left her indelible mark on literature even if she never 
produces another book of prize winning poems Let me support that claim with a little back story I was an English 
literature major at Harvard was married to a best selling novelist for forty five vo A dazzling collection of essays on 
how the best poems work from the master poet and essayist nbsp ldquo Poetry rdquo Jane Hirshfield has said ldquo is 
language that foments revolutions of being rdquo In ten eloquent and highly original explorations she unfolds and 
explores some of the ways this is done mdash by the inclusion of hiddenness paradox and surprise by a perennial 
awareness of the place of uncertainty in our lives by language rsqu ldquo Probing and insightful hellip deeply 
illuminating hellip This brilliant collection asks lsquo How do poems mdash how does art mdash work rsquo 
Hirshfield rsquo s original excursions take no shortcuts subtly integrating image statement experi 
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